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URBAN SMOKE

CITY AESTHETIC

defined and refined authenticity
concrete traditional values
reactive elements
**STEELITE PERFORMANCE URBAN™**

**heightened senses, amplified presentation**

Urban appeals to a sharper, city aesthetic where food is still tied to the traditional values of honesty, integrity and authenticity, but requires a slightly more formal, more defined and refined presentation style. Emulating a concrete look, Smoke is a new collection of tableware that takes its inspiration from the aesthetics associated with the act of cooking. The subtle and nuanced tones of grey contrast with the darker reactive elements to mirror the effects of browning and searing, creating a connection between the food and the plate.

**MIX & MATCH WITH**
- Charcoal Dapple
- Ink Crackle
- Liquorice Craft
- Shikku Glass

Guide on page 24
no two pieces alike
Complement and CONTRAST
Patina Oxidised precious materials

VESUVIUS
Faded Opulence
The Vesuvius range is a collection of three stunning reactive glazes, including Amber, Lapis and Emerald. Taking their names from some of nature’s more precious materials, these glazes complement and contrast with each other and provide a rich and exciting platform for today’s eclectic and diverse menus.
MIX & MATCH WITH
- Ink Nomad
- Ink Legacy
- Brown Dapple
- Vesuvius Colours
- Craft Colours
- Alma
- Potters Collection
Guide on page 25
INK NOMAD

Richness & heritage
natural vintage
Hand crafted
artisan texture
evoking a sense of heritage

Nomad is a bold collection of Handicraft inspired decorations which imply a richness and heritage associated with a culturally diverse past. The range is designed to work seamlessly with Blue Dapple, Vesuvius glazes and Craft to create a collection which is widely adaptable to multiple menu types and interiors.

Patterns Available

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Ink Legacy
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius

Guide on page 26
INK Legacy

heirloom  organic
evoking a sense of  heritage
faded opulence
ornate treasure-trove
evoking a sense of heritage

This bold range pays tribute to the faded opulence of antique decoration. Like finding a treasure-trove of heirloom pieces, Legacy inspires and delights with its playful, casual mix of relaxed style and comfortable living.

The range contrasts and coordinates with other Performance collections to create an eclectic array of off-the-shelf bespoke possibilities. Dapples, Vesuvius glazes and Craft all work together both functionally and aesthetically to enable Chef to uniquely present his culinary vision, whatever the menu type.
NEW LEGACY TEAL / CODE: 1765

STEELITE PERFORMANCE INK LEGACY

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Urban Smoke
• Charcoal Dapple
• Vesuvius
Guide on page 27

NEW LEGACY GINGER / CODE: 1766

STEELITE PERFORMANCE INK LEGACY

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Ink Nomad
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius
Guide on page 27

Coupe Plate 0565 30.0 cm (11¾")

Coupe Plate 0566 25.25 cm (10")

Coupe Plate 0567 20.25 cm (8")

Coupe Plate 0568 15.25 cm (6")

Coupe Bowl 0569 25.25 cm (10")
120.25 cl (42.3 oz)

Coupe Bowl 0570 21.6 cm (8½")
79.0 cl (27.8 oz)

Coupe Bowl 0571 15.25 cm (6")
79.0 cl (27.8 oz)

NEW

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Urban Smoke
• Charcoal Dapple
• Vesuvius
Guide on page 27

NEW

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Ink Nomad
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius
Guide on page 27

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Urban Smoke
• Charcoal Dapple
• Vesuvius
Guide on page 27

MIX & MATCH WITH
• Ink Nomad
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius
Guide on page 27

NEW
CHARCOAL DAPPLE
• Charcoal Dapple
• Ink Crackle
• Liquorice Craft
• Shikku Glass

INK CRACKLE BLACK

INK CRACKLE GREY

INK NOMAD BLUE
• Ink Nomad
• Ink Legacy
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius Colours
• Willow Azure
• Wabi Sabi
• Pueblo

INK NOMAD BLUE

INK LEGACY
• Ink Legacy
• Urban Smoke
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Charcoal Dapple

VESUVIUS

BLUE DAPPLE
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

BROWN DAPPLE
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

VESUVIUS

WILLOW AZURE
• Willow Azure
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

WABI SABI
• Wabi Sabi
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

PUEBLA
• Pueblo
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

ALMA
• Alma
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

POTTERS COLLECTION

CRAFT LIQUORICE

CRAFT WHITE
• Craft White
• Vesuvius Colours
• Craft Liquorice
• Puebla

CHARCOAL DAPPLE
MIX & MATCH GUIDE

STEELITE PERFORMANCE INK LEGACY

• Ink Legacy
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius

• Ink Legacy
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius

• Ink Nomad
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius

• Ink Nomad
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius

MIX & MATCH GUIDE

STEELITE PERFORMANCE INK NOMAD

• Ink Legacy
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius

• Ink Legacy
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius

• Ink Nomad
• Blue Dapple
• Vesuvius

• Ink Nomad
• Brown Dapple
• Vesuvius

BLUE DAPPLE

VESUVIUS LAPS

INK NOMAD BLUE

UESUVIUS URBAN SMOKE CHARCOAL DAPPLE

INK NOMAD SAND
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